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Abstract- Agile methodology promises quality deliverables in
frequent intervals. In Agile project development, user stories
(requirements) entered in Product backlog is prioritized and
according to priority few of them are selected for the current
iteration (sprint). These user stories have to be implemented
within that sprint. Hence the project team demands experts in the
relevant domain for successful completion. Software
development organizations have limited number of experts with
them and hence the number of projects that follow agile
methodology is restricted. This paper first discusses the risk
involved if moderately skilled members are chosen for agile
software development and then the methods to mitigate the risk
so that more number of projects can adopt agile methodology
Index Terms- Agile adoption; Scrum; Risk; Mentors; Expert

I. INTRODUCTION

I

n software development change in requirements are inevitable.
Changes can occur because of business conditions, global
market, and technology growth to name a few. In traditional
software development methodology, risk management is based
on avoidance of requirement changes whereas agile methodology
adapts to requirement changes. In agile the requirements are
taken as user stories. All the user stories are added to product
backlog and are prioritized. According to the priority user stories
are taken for implementation in the current iteration (sprint)
planning. User stories low on information is not taken into the
current plan. The benefit of agile is early delivery of partial
product to customers. Customer feedback is taken once a week to
incorporate changes. And so "Defects" in requirement are found
early in agile and late in other software development
methodologies which make it expensive to fix.
Defect leads to rework. The metric of rework is defined as
time spent on fixing the defects as a percentage of time spent on
its development [3]. The survey says amount of rework generally
lies between 20 to 30% in other methodologies [4] whereas in
agile the amount of rework is much less than 20%. Agile also
reduces retrofit because the customer representative (a.k.a. POProduct Owner) is part of the agile team and PO is well informed
about what the end product is going to be, at the time of building
the product itself. Therefore “good agile practices” not only
avoid rework but also reduces retrofit.

II. CHALLENGES IN AGILE ADOPTION
In the beginning Agile has a lot of challenges because of
uncertainty and so most of the time Software quality is not

visible in the early sprints [1]. Agile is self-organizing hence as
the team progresses towards more sprints, it learns and adapts in
attaining the required quality. Code testing cannot find all the
defects because defects can exist in the product, specifications,
design and plans. So other testing methods need to be used to
find defects as soon as they are created.
The “test first” concept in agile makes the Quality
Assurance Analyst work with Product Owner to analyse the user
story point in many ways and inform developer where the code
might break even before the developer writes the code. Everyday
code is run through “automated build and test system” to verify
whether it runs correctly on the required operating environment.
During the sprint release if the code does not have the required
quality it is placed in the product backlog and taken in the next
sprint. The team collects data about risk mitigation over the
course of sprints, and work out their strategy for managing risks
more effectively.
Scrum is one of the agile project management techniques.
Scrum insists on daily stand-up meeting to help the team identify
the road blocks (impediments) to the work completion planned
for the previous day. It is the duty of scrum master to get the
impediments resolved. All these factors make agile follow
inherent risk mitigation methods.
Strong communication exists between developers and
stakeholders from the start of the project. Agile process consists
of design and development, daily discussion of road-blocks
(impediments) to development if any, deliver completed work to
stakeholder and get their weekly feedback, define the work and
deliverables for the next week and repeat the entire process [9].
Early release of partial product for customer evaluation is the
biggest positive about agile methodology. For early release the
necessary development and test environment is mandatory.
Whether it is traditional or agile the challenges in project
management related to people are (i) effect of human error (ii)
departure of key personnel (iii) impact of incompetent personnel
[2]. In agile all the above have to be rectified without exercising
control because the principle of agile is “people over process”
and having a “self- organizing team”. Needless to say agile
ensures that the team has all the necessary skills for successful
completion of the project.
Source of barriers leading to risks in agile discussed here
are: (a) Lack of development and test environment, (b) Team
members are neither expert in their domain nor generalists (take
multiple roles). For example, developer takes the role of a tester
for a peer developer. Having generalist in the team without
proper guidelines can lead to increased risk as they tend to create
more technical debts (extra efforts required to complete the work
in design or code). The reason behind this is, most of the code is
peer-reviewed and few are unit tested (with no marking on which
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of them are unit tested!) and so there are chances that defects
may go unnoticed in review.
(a) Lack of development and test environment
Deployment testing which is testing the infrastructure or
operating (production) environment for the application takes
almost the same effort as coding. Design patterns are chosen
taking into account the scale of operation of business or business
condition, the technical constraints, skill set of the team etc.
Infrastructure used for early integration testing is smaller than
those required during production. The early sprint releases may
fail in later sprints during build.
Solution: Infrastructure based on virtualization platforms
introduces the possibility of environments that can be re-scaled
based on the needs [5]. Build if it happens on cloud can expedite
the integration process and the commitment (also investment) to
the architecture need not be done initially as architecture
maturity comes in later sprints. Developers can take build images
existing on cloud and test [17].
(b) Team members are neither expert in their domain nor
generalists.
Agile has small time-boxed delivery, say 4-6 weeks. Hence
there is no time to train people if they lack required skill. To
develop people into being better than they were, a generic
strategy need to be followed to suit everyone’s personality. Some
work under pressure, some work if patted on their back and some
are good if they are left alone. Apart from this the team has to be
risk-taking and need to know how to deal with failure.
A. Quality Metrics in Agile
Quantitative metrics in Agile are velocity, burn-rate,
defects, unit test coverage, and technical debt, work in progress
and story cycle time. Velocity is the measure of amount of work
completed in that sprint and story cycle time is stories started in
one iteration and completed in a subsequent iteration. [8].
Solution: Knowledge sharing and networking helps to a
great extent In order to reduce the story cycle time, e-Assist or eMentors can be included in the project.
Qualitative Metrics: Propositions are made and stated as
Hypothesis to increase agile adoption. If experimentation
conducted gives an expected outcome or the required credibility
then hypothesis is not rejected [6].
Hypothesis 1: Increase agile adoption with e-Mentors if the
reason for low agile adoption is “enough experts are
unavailable”.
Hypothesis 2: Select team with closest skill if experts are
not available. Identify developers with closest skill since it is
easy to train them to the required skill - Comparison of known
technology to unknown and delivering required material in order
to raise the level of average developer to expert level. This also
increases work satisfaction of developer, creates a sense of
achievement and in a way reduces attrition. An increase in IT
assets is an additional benefit.
Hypothesis 3: Provide online resources to suit multiple
roles – Developers will have more test-cases when they play the
role of a tester to find errors in unit testing. An integration
environment set up is done on cloud and code is run there to find
build errors. Use of patterns can reduce the architectural errors.
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Hypothesis 4: Use e-Mentors to resolve impediments. The
experts having required skill but unavailable can act as e-Mentor
from outside the team. Their identity can be withheld and bonus
points can be given to them for sustaining their assists. This has
two benefits there will not be any ego clash since the identity is
not revealed and bogus request will not be created just to earn
points.
Hypothesis 5: Product owner to work with QA to refine
user stories – product owners when they work with QAs can find
all possible scenarios of user story, a kind of test harness can be
done.
Hypothesis 6: Additional resources by way of e-Mentors
can reduce the effort in rework.
Hypothesis 7: Recognizing the assist by mentors to create
team spirit. The online mentor can be one within the team or
from any other team to help in solving the impediment. In agile
code is owned by the team and not by an individual. Performance
assessment in agile can be twofold one for the individual task
completion and second for the assist made to their team
Improving Quality using e-Assists in Agile
Create / provide resources as references to assist the project
development team to have a better understanding of the domain,
to foresee issues related to customer and tools, to solve
technology related issues.
Improving Quality using e-Mentors in Agile
The subject matter experts (SMEs) who are presently busy
with other projects but have the required skill set for this project
can act as an e-Mentor.

III. METHODOLOGY
Acquire resources and extract information using NLP,
semantic tagging etc. Create patterns using error / defect – log,
customer related UI specifics, best practices, lessons learned
from retrospection meetings. Knowledge from this can be shared
and reused. Have a support team to find patterns, tool
compatibility, customer related issues etc. An alternate way is to
automate the process using semantic agent.
Encourage experts to register as e-Mentor. Assess the assist
and award them accordingly to sustain their involvement.
Identify mentors based on three factors (i) Rank, depending on
the number of times he /she solved the query (ii) Criticality of the
project in which the mentor is currently working and (iii) Period
of association, the time he/she has to complete the ongoing
project. If the time is more, they can render more help [10].

Fig. 1 Attributes of team members
Fig. 1 shows various attributes of team members namely Skills, Proficiency and multiple roles. Skill set required for a
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developer
are
implementation
language,
framework,
development tools, domain expertise (experience in the domain).
The proficiency level in these skill set can be average to expert.
Developer needs to play multiple roles, for example, test peer
code; a QA can verify completeness of user story (use case in
OOAD terminology).
Agile works well if the team has
• Proficiency in skill-set -Number of experts to average
has to be a minimum ratio of 2:1 in the team[16]
• Team selection -Team has to have experts in language,
domain, framework and tools
• Team member can play multiple roles.
Agile team normally has 7 + 2 members. Let us take the
team consist of six (PO, Architect, 3 Developers and a QA)
members. Traditionally out of six there has to be minimum 4
experts and maximum 2 moderately proficient members.
Assuming the expert team completes the user story
implementation for release in one sprint. A moderately proficient
member completes the user story within one sprint duration or
later depending on where from he/she has to rework. Velocity is
a measure of the amount of work the team completes in one
sprint [7]. Story Cycle-Time, will expose problems with stories
started in a sprint and completed in a subsequent sprint [8]. The
phases of user story implementation are given in the Fig. 2
below.

Fig. 2 Phases of User Story implementation
A. Sample Calculation to find expert equivalent for 4:2
The six phases of testing required in agile software
development from user story prioritization in Product backlog ->
sprint backlog -> user story implementation (Design, Code, Test)
to release of that user story as shown in Fig. 3.
In phase 1 User story description, prioritization and initial
architecture are tested. Changes in user story description can
change the initial architecture.
In phase 2 estimation of current sprint (user stories) is done.
Since agile is time-boxed, if estimation goes wrong story(s)
might remain incomplete at the end of the sprint.
In phase 3 design and phase 4 coding have to be tested,
both at unit level and build level by peers and then in phase 5 by
quality assurance person.
Phase 6 demands the approval of Product owner who is the
customer representative. Then the user story implementation is
said to be accepted (Definition of Done – DoD in scrum) [19].

Assuming an expert gets a 6 on 6 (100%) on user story
completion within time-box. For EVERY moderately proficient
member, effort depends on his/her rework. Agile methodology
needs 4 experts (minimum) + 2 average (maximum) members.
The last two scenarios appear if the two average members are
Product Owner and Architect.
Table I find EXPERT EQUIALENT OF TEAM
Rework
From

Rework To

Team
Expertise

Code &
test

Debug/Refactor

(5/6) * 2 + 4

Expert
Equivalen
t
5.7

Build

Debug/Refactor

(4/6) * 2+ 4

5.3

Build
unsucces
sful or
system
test fails

Cause
identified/
Resolved,
implementation
completed
in
next Sprint
Unresolved,
Added
to
Product Backlog
and taken in
later sprints

-(1/6) * 2+ 4

3 .7

-(2/6) * 2+ 4

3.3

Impleme
ntation
issues

B. Sample Calculation to find expert equivalent for 3:3
Instead of 2:1, assume1:1 ratio initially i.e., 3 experts and 3
average + e-Mentor to Assist (adding e-Mentor can reduce the
rework efforts to half, therefore 0.5 factor is added for each type
of assist viz., code, test/tool and domain are added). The factor
of 0.5 was taken as it was seen with reference code students’
effort in programming reduced to half. Further experimentation
needs to be done assuming the effort will follow normal
distribution; the standard deviation can be taken as a correction
factor.
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Table 2 fIND EXPERT EQUIALENT OF TEAM
Rework
From

Rework To

Team
Expertise

Code &
test

Debug/Refactor

(5/6) * 3 +
3+0.5

Build

Debug/Refactor

(4/6) *
3+1.0

3+

6

Build
unsucces
sful or
system
test fails

Cause
identified/
Resolved,
implementation
completed
in
next Sprint
Unresolved,
Added
to
Product Backlog
and taken in
later sprints

-(1/6)
3+1.5

*

3+

4

-(2/6)
3+1.5

*

Impleme
ntation
issues

Expert
Equivalen
t
6

Fig 4 Solving impediments using semantic search

3+

3.5

C. When an Employee Leaves the organization, it is important
to capture the Knowledge he had diligently developed during
his tenure[15]
Brain drain is what happens when the talent that has been
so diligently cultivated leaves the organization. Capturing valued
employee’s critical knowledge can play a key role in increasing
project success. Knowledge has to accessible from anywhere
hence the learning repository can be placed on cloud. By using
knowledge capture efficiently training costs can be reduced. This
can also supplement job-shadowing and to some extent peer to
peer mentoring. Capturing useful information can bring
knowledge about platform, content and solutions together.
Knowledge capturing is considered to be extremely useful for
creating seamless employee transition.
About 80% of learning comes through peers [18]. This
centralized repository of learning material can bring the
assistance of globally located peer group to the team members.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION
o implement the methodology in order to increase the
suitability of agile adoption for candidate project by providing eAssist / e-Mentors in the form of semantic agent is given in Fig.
4. Agile principle stresses on face to face communication. The
references provided by e-Assist and e-Mentor are no substitute
for face to face communication rather it creates confidence in a
team member during daily standup meeting. This is very useful
especially if the team is distributed where face to face
communication is not possible.

The role of the semantic agent is to analyze and collect
relevant resources suitable for the agile team for executing their
task successfully in the given time period. Normally team is
selected based on the skill set and proficiency required for the
project in hand. Agile projects require highly proficient skill set
since it commits to quality product delivered at regular intervals.
The resources who have the required skill and proficiency but are
unavailable can act as an external mentor to the team. In this
paper we have suggested to select moderately proficient
members and provide them enough assistance to make them
work like an expert. The reference material to be provided for
them can be in the form of documents related to domain, tutorial
and demos for tools, sample and reusable code for technology.
Depending on the chosen members’ skill set and proficiency
various references are attached to the task. Apart from the
references for domain, tool and technology QA can provide test
cases and test data which will help them do peer testing.
Understanding the domain with the given resource material can
make them derive test cases on their own. Further all these
customized references can be saved and indexed for future use.
Thus searching time for the second time for similar requirement
is reduced.
Web logs (blogs) have abundant treasure of hidden
information for most of the queries that a developer comes
across. Content summarization of the relevant solution for a
query can be done from the blog archives and can be used as a
reference to solve technological impediments. This can definitely
save a lot of time during implementation. Recurrent use of the
same solution to the problem can help to create patterns. Using
natural language processing (NLP) we can rank the bloggers who
give the best solution and add it to the list of experts.
Agile does not recommend heavy documentation. Hence
not much of structured documentation is available in case of
agile projects. The documentation that gets developed by way of
logs is unstructured. NLP is used to extract information from
unstructured data.


Goal: Analyze and collect the available organizational
resources (team, reference material, etc) against the
required tasks to be implemented.
 Select from available resources, the ones with closest skill
set and proficiency using ontology. Calculation of simc and
simp [11][12] can be used for this.
 Generate reference resources (e-Assist) from available
documents and logs to resolve impediments. Information
from logs can be extracted using GATE (General
Architecture or Text Engineering) [13].
www.ijsrp.org
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Personalize references according to proficiency, skill-set
and role. These reference documents can be stored in a
hierarchical tree and tree search can be made faster using
signature graphs [14] or ID3 data mining algorithm.
 Contact e-Mentor for solution (provider’s identity
withheld). A model to reward e-Mentor for sustainability
can be developed.
 Capture SME’s (subject matter expert) critical knowledge
to prevent brain-drain [15].
A. Selection of team with closest skill[20]
Ontology based approach is used to calculate the similarity
between two items and retrieve all relevant items. Here ontology
is used for storage of actual skill profiles and reference profiles
to gain perfect or nearly perfect profile matches. Sample skill –
ontology created using Protégé is shown in Fig. 5.

E3

Progra
mming

5

C++,
Java,
JAD
E, C

Scriptin
g

JSP

WAD

X
Query
X Path

The similarity measure is given by
simc(c1,c2)=1-dc(c1,c2) [12]
The competency level similarity is determined by the following
formula [12]:
simp(cl1,cl2)=1- α(cl1-cl2) when cl1-cl2≥0
simp(cl1,cl2)=1 when cl1-cl2<0
where 0≤α ≤ 0.25. Using the above formulae on the sample
database, we get the following result shown on the Table 5
below.
Table 5 Calculation of simc*simp

Fig. 5 Sample skill-ontology created using Protégé [20]
Actual skills required for the project is given in the Table 3
below followed by
Table 3 actual skills required for the project
Domain
Programming
Programming
Programming
Scripting
Web Application Design
(WAD)
Web Application Design

Skill
JADE
C
C++
JSP
X Query

Competency
5
5
5
5
5

XPath

5

Employee
ID
E1

simc

simp

simc*simp

0.617

0.6

0.37

E2

1

0.8886

0.886

E3

1

0.8

0.8

The employees having high simc*simp value are the ones
who have the closest skill and proficiency, hence they are chosen
for the team.
B. Personalize Resources and Indexing them
Using NLP libraries and NLTK toolkit, a list of keywords
and association of keywords table are made. Log traces of
references used by experts are used to find the relevant material
for reference. If an average skill person does not find it adequate
he/she can add more. Semantic agent uses AI rules and filtering
mechanism to find which of reference material was really used
by the developer and adds it to repository as shown in Fig. 6.

Table 4 Actual Snapshot OF EMPLOYEE DATABASE
Emp
loye
e ID
E1

Domai
n

Skill

Domai
n

Skill

Domai
n

Skill

Progra
mming

C,
C++

Scriptin
g

Pytho
n

WAD

XSD

E2

Progra
mming

C++,
JAD
E, C

Scriptin
g

JSP

WAD

X
Query
X Path

Fig. 6. Extraction of Personalized references from
repository.
The resources can be organized into a hierarchy according
to the nested structure (called the aggregation hierarchy). Part of
this hierarchy structure can be common for a class of developers
who have the same skill set and proficiency level. This can be
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taken as an index to retrieve files faster from resource repository
[14].
• A new index structure i.e. signature file hierarchies and
signature graph is proposed for storing information of
people and the references they have used.
• A unique signature will be created for each class of
resource.
• Using signature graph as the index the resource will be
retrieved for each person and stored for reference.
C. Selection of SMEs as e-Mentors [10]
The mentor having the highest sum of the three factors:
Rank, Criticality of the project and Period of Association would
be selected.
Rank: The rank of the mentor would be determined using
two factors Success rate and Help rate; a ratio of 7:3 can be given
to Success rate and Help rate
Success rate = NoOfSuccess / NoOfTimesReplied
Help rate = NoOfTimesReplied / NoOfTimesApproached
Criticality of the project in which the mentor is
currently working: If the project on which the mentor is
currently working has enough of time to complete it, then it is
assumed that the mentor as time to spare hence assigned a high
rank.
Period of Association: This is given by Module Query
Time / Project Time, where Module Query Time is the time that
a module that raised the query has for completion and Project
Time is the time required by mentor to finish his current work in
his project.

V. CONCLUSIONS
Agile methodology adoption need not be restricted to a few
projects because of lack of skilled employees. It can be extended
to moderately skilled people by providing adequate resources to
assist and relevant material with information extracted from logs
and other documents mentioned. Assist from e-Mentors (SME)
can help resolve impediments. Creating deployment
infrastructure (production environment) on cloud for testing on
various architectures can reduce build errors.
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